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	On the Internet, there are almost no barriers against international commerce. Except for language. Unfortunately, most software is still written in English. Java Internationalization shows how to write software that is truly multi-lingual, using Java's very sophisticated Unicode internationalization facilities. This book explores Java Unicode and provides concrete examples for using its features to create multilingual user interfaces; to correctly format currency, dates and times; and to ensure font support for different languages.


	About the Author


	Andrew Deitsch is a software engineer who manages an e-business group at GE’s Corporate Research and Development Center in Niskayuna, New York. Andrew was fortunate enough to be involved in the beta release of Java in 1995 and has been programming in the language ever since. The inspiration for this book came from his efforts to use Java effectively to build internationalized applications and his frustrations in not finding any books related to this important topic.


	David Czarnecki is a computer scientist in the Internet and Software Technology Laboratory at the GE Corporate Research and Development Center. He is involved with various e-commerce initiatives and projects, and in recent months has been increasingly involved in providing expertise on how to properly internationalize software. David holds both B.S. and M.S. degrees in computer science.
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Sams Teach Yourself JavaServer Pages 2.0 in 24 Hours, Complete Starter Kit with Apache TomcatSams Publishing, 2003
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will be able to build dynamic Web sites using JavaServer Pages. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials of JavaServer Pages 2.0 from the ground up. The book includes Apache Tomcat, Sun's reference implementation of JSP,...
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Analysis and Synthesis of Switched Time-Delay Systems: The Average Dwell Time Approach (Studies in Systems, Decision and Control, 146)Springer, 2018

	
		This book, written by experts in the field, is based on the latest research on the analysis and synthesis of switched time-delay systems. It covers the stability, filtering, fault detection and control problems, which are studied using the average dwell time approach. It presents both the continuous-time and discrete-time systems and...
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NumPy Beginner's Guide  - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	An action packed guide using real world examples of the easy to use, high performance, free open source NumPy mathematical library


	Overview

	
		Perform high performance calculations with clean and efficient NumPy code
	
		Analyze large data sets with statistical functions
	
		Execute...
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ColdFusion 8 Developer TutorialPackt Publishing, 2008
Adobe ColdFusion is an application server, renowned for rapid development of dynamic websites, with a straightforward language (CFML), powerful methods for packaging and reusing your code, and AJAX support that will get developers deep into powerful web applications quickly.

This book is the most intense guide to creating professional...
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Electrical Conductive Adhesives with NanotechnologiesSpringer, 2009
“Electrical Conductive Adhesives with Nanotechnologies” begins with an overview of electronic packaging and discusses the various adhesives options currently available, including lead-free solder and ECAs (Electrically Conductive Adhesives). The material presented focuses on the three ECA categories specifically, Isotropically...
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Manage IT!: Organizing IT Demand and IT SupplySpringer, 2005
"This book discusses IT supply and demand, analyzing functional requirements and operational processes, using methods such as those defined in the IT infrastructure library (ITIL).  This book will be useful for understanding the key concepts behind modern service-oriented IT organizations.  In a nutshell, this is a good book and a good...
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